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GINGER ROGERS COLLECTION: ARCHIVES

Ginger Rogers in Pink Feather Dress for *The Ginger Rogers Show*, Paper Photograph
1975-79
Gift of R. Olden

Ginger Rogers as Dolly Levi in *Hello, Dolly! Broadway Play*, Paper Photograph
1965-67
Gift of R. Olden
Kitty Foyle Hardback Paper Book, First Edition
by Christopher Morley
1939
Gift of N. Johnston

LIFE Paper Magazine
November 5, 1951
Gift of N. Johnston
Hello, Dolly!

David Merrick presents

Ginger Rogers

in

The N.Y. Critics' Circle Award Musical

HELLO, DOLLY!

Book by Michael Stewart
Music and Lyrics by Jerry Herman
Based on the Original Play by Thornton Wilder

with

Patte Finley
Isabelle Farrand
Danny Lockin
Mary Jo Catlett
Beverlee Weir
Robert Hocknell
Skedge Miller
Robert Lenn

and

Bill Mullikin

Settings designed by Oliver Smith
Costumes by Freddy Wittop
Lighting by Jean Rosenthal
Dance and Incidental Music Arrangements by Peter Howard

Musical Direction by Saul Schechtman
Orchestration by Philip J. Lang
Vocal Arrangements by Shepard Coleman

Assistant to the Director: Lucia Victor
Dance Assistant: Lowell Purvis

Original cast album by RCA Victor
Directed and Choreographed by Gower Champion

A David Merrick and Champion-Five Inc. Production

Best Musical of the Year
N.Y. Drama Critics' Prize and Tony Award

America's Greatest Musical Hit
Paper Poster for New York Art Expo Featuring Reproduction of Ginger Rogers *Hello, Dolly!* Portrait Painting as Dolly Levi by Edna Hibel
1982
Gift of R. Olden

This poster features a reproduction of Rogers’ portrait as Dolly Levi painted by the notable American painter Edna Hibel.
Framed and Autographed Paper Print Reproduction (1/500) of 1968 Acrylic Painting “Together Again” by Ginger Rogers
1994
Gift of M. Padgitt
Ginger Rogers: A Biography of Pictures and a Story Paper Booklet (Front and Back Covers) by Lela E. Rogers
Early 1970s
Gift of M. Padgitt
THE GINGER ROGERS SHOW

Starring
GINGER ROGERS

Directed by
Onna White

Musical Director
Hal Borne

FEATURING
Michael Cody
Jeff Parker
Ron Steinbeck
Jim Taylor
and
Christie Westmoreland

The Ginger Rogers Show Paper Booklet (Cover and Interior Page) by Lela E. Rogers
1975-79
Gift of M. Padgitt
The Films of Ginger Rogers Paper Book by Homer Dickens
1975
Gift of N. Johnston

Ginger Rogers: My Story Hardback Paper Book by Ginger Rogers
1991
Gift of M. Padgitt
Ginger Rogers: Paper Dolls Featuring Movie Costumes Paper Book by Marilyn Henry
2011
Gift of N. Johnston